
Considering AP1 or AP2 Online? 

Here’s what you need to know. 
 

This is me, Jerry James → 

I’ll be your guide as we begin our journey through an amazing work of 

creation – the human body.  We just won’t be in the same room together.  

But it is my voice you’ll be hearing as you watch streaming lecture videos.   

 

In simple terms, what you’ll be doing is watching videos of lectures that 

were recorded live in the classroom in recent semesters.  You’ll see the very 

same images and hear the very same instruction you would hear if you were sitting in my classroom… 

nothing taken out, nothing added.  You’ll take notes just as if you were in the classroom and then prepare 

for exams.  You just won’t see the occasional live demo done in the classroom nor be able to ask 

questions on the spot.  But you can still ask your questions in SI sessions or by phone or email.  You will 

still have to come to campus a total of 6 times to take exams.  There will be a designated week in the 

calendar for each exam. 

 

The big advantage you do have is being able to watch the lectures at times and locations that are 

convenient to you; Monday, Thursday, Sunday; 5 a.m., 10 a.m., 7 p.m.; etc.  Your choice!  However, with 

this freedom comes the risk of procrastination.  Among the students who make A’s they typically say 

“for every hour of lecture I spend 3 hours on studying.”  This 3:1 ratio means if you wait too long you 

won’t have time to study actively and learn all the information before your designated exam.  Watching 

and listening to the lectures is only the first step and is not studying.  See my handout “How the ‘A’ 

Students Make Their ‘A’s.” – a collection of study techniques proven to produce good results… but only 

if you actually DO them.  Even though the content is the same and the exams are the same the success 

rate and class average in the online version of this course are the lowest of the 3 options.  The face to 

face long semester version is better and the face to face Fast Track version is the best.  You’ll need to 

be dedicated and disciplined to do well. 

My lecture exams are a mixture of long answer/explanations, definitions of terms, and MC questions.  

There is a Study Guide for each exam that tells you exactly how to prepare.  Live by it!  If you know 

well the topics outlined in the Study Guide you are prepared for the exam.  I promise.    

If you’re not sure about the online format you can go right now to my website 

http://brazosport.edu/faculty-and-staff/resources/staff-directory/james-jerry/ap1-lecture-

handouts-and-learning-tools/    and view any of the streaming lecture videos you like.  They are 

all there and organized by topic. Take a good sample and decide if you can learn and function 

within this format. 

Best wishes. 

Jerry James 

Jerry.james@brazosport.edu 
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